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We report structural evidence of dynamic reorganization in vortex matter in clean NbSe2 by joint
small angle neutron scattering and ac-susceptibility measurements. The application of oscillatory
forces in a transitional region near the order-disorder transition results in robust bulk vortex lattice
configurations with an intermediate degree of disorder. These dynamically-originated configurations
correlate with intermediate pinning responses previously observed, resolving a long standing debate
regarding the origin of such responses.
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In a wide variety of complex systems, competing in-
teractions promote an order-disorder transition (ODT).
Ordered phases are characterized by spatial correlations
decaying weakly over distances larger than the relevant
system scale, whereas disordered configurations are char-
acterized by correlation lengths ζ of the order of the mean
inter-particle distance a0. Configurations with intermedi-
ate degrees of disorder, strong enough to affect the system
response, but still with ζ ≫ a0, have received attention
recently[1]. Vortex matter in superconductors provides
an ideal model system for the experimental study of the
topic [2]: vortex-vortex interactions favoring an ordered
vortex lattice (VL) compete with both thermal fluctua-
tions and pinning interactions that tend to disorder the
system.

In very low-pinning superconductors, such as clean
NbSe2 single crystals, most of the vortex field-temper-
ature phase diagram is properly described by an ordered
dislocation-free Bragg Glass (BG) phase [3–5], which un-
dergoes an ODT near the normal-superconductor transi-
tion [6–8]. In practice, when a superconductor is cooled
from the normal state in an external magnetic field (field-
cooled/FC), energy barriers may trap the VL in highly
disordered metastable configurations [8]. Even so, high
transport current densities [9, 10] or large oscillatory
“shaking” magnetic fields [11, 12] may anneal the VL
into the ordered low-temperature BG. Once in the BG,
as temperature or magnetic field is increased the VL soft-
ens and accommodates to the random pinning potential
more efficiently. Eventually, vortex entanglement and the
proliferation of VL dislocations increase the effective pin-
ning, producing a sudden rise of the critical current Jc
known as the Peak Effect (PE) [7, 8], which is the finger-
print of the ODT in vortex matter. While both the high-
pinning disordered phase and the low-pinning ordered
phase, above and below the ODT, are widely accepted in
the literature, intermediate responses have been ascribed

to surface contamination and partial reordering by the
probing transport current [9, 10, 13, 14]. However, in the
narrow transitional region adjacent to the PE, for which a
multidomain phase has been theoretically proposed [15],
non-invasive techniques have shown that pinning can be
partially decreased or even increased by applying dc cur-
rents [16, 17] or ac magnetic fields [11]. The resulting
intermediate responses are highly reproducible and inde-
pendent of the previous history. Are these in-between
responses originated from bulk VL configurations with
an intermediate degree of disorder?

To address this question, we performed an experiment
in a clean NbSe2 single crystal, combining small angle
neutron scattering (SANS) with in-situ linear ac suscep-
tibility measurements. In SANS imaging of a perfect tri-
angular VL, first order Bragg peaks (BP) are expected
to appear as six symmetric sharp spots, matching the
reciprocal lattice vectors. This still holds for an ideal
BG, where elastic disorder leads to slow decay of the
correlations [4], although recent simulations [18] have
shown that elastic BG prefracturing would result in a
slight broadening of the BPs. Conversely, when disor-
der is dominated by dislocations, spatial correlations de-
cay exponentially beyond a characteristic length ζ asso-
ciated with the scale at which dislocations appear [19].
In such cases BPs have a finite intrinsic width propor-
tional to ζ−1. Experimentally observed BPs are further
smeared by a convolution kernel due to finite resolution
[20]. Hence, the degree of disorder can be determined
from the spread of the scattered intensity, as long as
ζ . Lres, a resolution-dependent bound. In a 3D vor-
tex system, the anisotropy of the elastic constants gives
rise to very different characteristic lengths along the di-
rection of the flux lines (ζL) and in the transverse plane
(ζ⊥). Because of the poorer in-plane resolution, in this
experiment only the longitudinal ζL was determined by
measuring the integrated intensity on the plane of a single
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FIG. 1: (color online) Scattering geometry: Both the dc field
H and the ac field hac are aligned with the c axis of the
single crystal, in the xz plane. As the whole system is rocked
around the y axis, the distribution of the scattered intensity
I is measured by the position sensitive detector, which spans
the xy plane, for each angle θ between the field direction
and incoming neutron beam wave vector K. The maximum
intensity is expected at θ0 = Q0/K, for the corresponding
reciprocal lattice vector Q0.

BP as the sample was rocked through the Bragg condi-
tion (rocking curve/RC).

The experiment was conducted at the SANS-II beam
line of the Paul Scherrer Institute’s SINQ facility, using
the MA11 cryomagnet. The geometry of the experiment
is sketched in Figure 1. All SANS measurements were
performed at T0 = 1.9 K. Neutron wavelength was cho-
sen to be λN ≈ 9 Å (±10%) and the applied dc field
was H = 5 kOe. The incident beam was collimated,
resulting in a beam divergence ∼ ±0.05 deg. The an-
gular resolution along the rocking angle was estimated
to be wres = (0.107 ± 0.004) deg. A statistical analysis
showed that curves arising from ζL < Lres ∼ 40 µm
were distinguishable from the resolution kernel. RCs
wider than our resolution were fitted by the convolution
of the Gaussian resolution with a Lorentzian distribu-
tion corresponding to an intrinsic ∆qL = 2/ζL [21]. A
large (5.6 × 4.7 × 0.2mm3) clean NbSe2 single crystal
was used for the experiment. The sample is part of a
batch grown in Bell Labs as described in Ref. [22], with
Tc = (7.115 ± 0.029) K (10 − 90% of the linear ac sus-
ceptibility transition at H = 0). The phase diagram for
various crystals has been built using a 7-T MPMS XL
(Quantum Design) and compared with those published
in the literature [17], showing non significant differences
[21].

Since the goal was to explore the connection between
structure and dynamics, a non-invasive measurement of
pinning was required. This was achieved by installing
a sample holder with mutual inductance coils inside the
SANS cryomagnet. By adding a small ac magnetic field
hac = 2.5 mOe (< 10−6 H, f = 65 kHz), vortices
were forced to perform small oscillations inside their pin-
ning wells, without modifying their spatial configuration.
These oscillations propagate through the sample due to
the vortex-vortex repulsion, with a characteristic pen-
etration depth λac that is related, in a mean field ap-

proximation [23], to the effective pinning potential [24].
The linearity of the response, as well as the low dissipa-
tion level characteristic of the linear Campbell response
[24] had been previously verified. Then λac and thus the
effective pinning can be assessed through the in-phase
component of the linear ac susceptibility χ′ by means
of a mutual inductance technique. Lower values of χ′

are associated with stronger pinning, saturating at per-
fect ac shielding (normalized to χ′ = −1/4π), whereas χ′

vanishes under complete ac penetration when λac & sam-
ple size. To probe oscillatory dynamic effects, a shaking

procedure was applied at certain temperatures: Here χ′

measurements were paused and a larger sinusoidal field
with amplitude hsh = 7 Oe, and fsh = 1 kHz was ap-
plied for 1000 cycles before returning to the smaller hac

to resume χ′ measurements. The shaking field amplitude
was sufficient to induce vortex displacements larger than
a0 throughout the sample. The complete penetration of
the shaking field into the sample had been previously
confirmed by measuring the non-linear ac response and
checking consistency with the irreversible dc magnetiza-
tion determined from M(H) loops [21].

Figure 2(a) shows a comparison between χ′(T ) mea-
sured during a FC procedure and after shaking the VL

at two different temperatures T
(1,2)
sh below the onset of
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FIG. 2: (color online) (a) Linear ac susceptibility χ′(T ) mea-
sured down to T0 = 1.9 K during a FC cooling procedure
(black squares) and after shaking the VL at two different tem-

peratures T
(1,2)
sh (red circles and violet triangles) below the

onset of the PE (Tpo). Shaking temperatures are indicated
by vertical lines and arrows indicate temperature evolution.
Reversibility is observed in the warming from T0 of the VL

shaken at T
(1)
sh (dark yellow triangles). The area enclosed by

the rectangular box is magnified in Fig 3a. (b) RC after FC;
the black curve is the fit of a Lorentzian peak convoluted by

the resolution kernel. (c) RCs after shaking the VL at T
(1)
sh

(red circles) and T
(2)
sh (violet triangles); the curves are Gaus-

sian fits with FWHM equal to the instrumental resolution
wres = 0.107 deg.
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the PE at Tpo ≃ 6.27 K. There is an unambiguous rise
in λac after shaking, representing a reduction of the ef-
fective pinning. The agreement between both cooling
χ′(T ) curves after shaking is consistent with an equili-
bration procedure below Tpo. Reversibility is observed
in the warming curve, with χ′(T ) increasing with T up
to Tpo, after which it drops due to the spontaneous pin-
ning enhancement at the PE. In contrast, the absence of
PE in the linear response during the cooling [11] is likely
due to the VL remaining trapped in a metastable highly
pinned state. This explanation is consistent with the FC
RC (Figure 2(b)), which is clearly wider than the reso-
lution kernel, in agreement with other experiments [25].
Conversely, the two RCs recorded after shaking the VL
(Figure 2(c)) show resolution-limited BPs (ζL > Lres).
The fact that BPs are well defined (unlike the annulus
observed for amorphous VLs) indicates that orientational
order is preserved in all the cases. The broadening of the
FC configuration RC suggests a dislocated VL with bro-
ken positional order beyond a characteristic volume with
longitudinal dimension ζL < Lres. There is a clear corre-
lation between the ordering of the VL and the decrease
of the effective pinning.

While shaking the VL at any Tsh < Tpo leads to an or-
dered configuration, the consequences are strikingly dif-
ferent when the shaking field is applied in the narrow
transitional region above Tpo. Figure 3(a) shows the evo-
lution of χ′(T ) through a series of processes near the
transitional region (hatched area) and Figure 4(a) dis-
plays the corresponding RCs. A strongly pinned FC VL

was cooled to T
(3)
sh = 6.29K > Tpo and shaken, partially

reducing the effective pinning. The VL was cooled to T0

and a narrow RC, still wider than wres was measured,
indicating a bulk partial ordering. In contrast, applying

the same shaking burst at the same T
(3)
sh (±3 mK) to an

initially ordered VL had the opposite effect: The shaking
field partially increased the effective pinning to a similar
level and disordered the VL. The RC was broader than
wres, but narrower than for the maximally disordered FC
lattice. Because the response after shaking is strongly de-
pendent on the temperature when Tsh > Tpo, the process
was carefully repeated within ∆Tsh ∼ 3 mK, obtaining
the same qualitative results. To rule out that the par-

tial disordering was of thermal origin, a warming-cooling

cycle up to T
(3)
sh but without applying the shaking burst

was carried out for a replicated ordered VL. Although the
cooling χ′(T ) branch indicates higher pinning than the
warming branch, it is lower than for VLs shaken above
Tpo. Moreover, if there was any associated disorder, it
was minor and below our SANS resolution. Therefore,
the “intermediate” degree of disorder found before is only

attributable to the shaking field applied at T
(3)
sh .

Although the above results are qualitatively evident by
simply comparing the corresponding intensity distribu-
tion on the position sensitive detector at θ = θ0 (Figure
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FIG. 3: (color online) χ′(T ) for different thermal and dynamic
histories (labeled (b)-(e) in panel (a)) and the corresponding
detector intensity distributions for one VL BP at the Bragg
condition (panels (b)-(e)). Arrows in (a) indicate tempera-
ture evolution and the hatched area shows the transitional
region. Data from Figure 2(a) (black and red lines) is in-
cluded for comparison. The application of a shaking field

at T
(3)
sh ≅ 6.29 K > Tpo results in a unique response (full

blue and green symbols) independent of whether the initial
state was a disordered FC VL (open blue symbols) or an or-
dered VL (open green symbols). Both intensity distributions
(c) and (d) indicate partial disorder as compared to the FC
intensity distribution (b). Simply warming an ordered VL

(magenta squares) up to T ≅ T
(3)
sh shows moderate pinning

enhancement during cooling, but the corresponding BP (e) is
still sharp and intense. The red boxes in (b)-(e) enclose the
detector area included in the RCs in Figure 4.

3(b)-(e)), we evaluated the statistical significance of the
observed differences [21]. Figure 4(b) shows the profile
likelihood ratio Lr(ζL) resulting from the fit of each ex-
perimental RC to one expected from a configuration with
an intrinsic width given by ζL convoluted by the exper-
imental resolution. Correlation lengths obtained after

shaking the VL at T
(3)
sh were Lres > ζL > ζL(FC) at

the 75% confidence level. Thus, we state that shaking
the VL in the transitional region results in bulk intrinsic
configurations with intermediate degree of disorder.

The total integrated intensity I0 (the area under
the RC) for the different configurations should remain
roughly constant. Even so, the long-tail decay of the
structure factor in the BG phase may lead to an under-
estimation of I0 [4]. Indeed, for all FC configurations and
for the configurations obtained after shaking the VL in
the transitional region we observe a similar I0. However,
for the lattice shaken in the BG the integrated intensity is
slightly, but statistically significant, smaller [21]. These
features support a qualitative difference in the positional
order decay in the elastic BG configurations and in those
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FIG. 4: (color online) (a) Rocking curves measured after dif-
ferent field-temperature histories: FC (black, same as in Fig.

2(b)), after shaking at T
(3)
sh a FC (blue) and an ordered (green)

VL, and after warming an ordered VL to T = T
(3)
sh without

shaking at this temperature (magenta). Curves are fits of
Lorentzian peaks convoluted by the resolution. (b) Calcu-
lated profile likelihood ratio Lr as a function of ζL up to
the sample thickness d for each experimental RC. Symbols
above the curves indicate the maximum (Lr ≡ 1) and er-
ror bars, the 68% confidence interval. For the ordered VL,
ζL > Lres ∼ 40 µm ∼ 570 a0 and is beyond our resolution.
The profile likelihood of replicate RCs of the FC (black dashed

line) and the one shaken at T
(3)
sh ± 3 mK (green dashed line)

are reproducible within the error bars.

obtained after shaking the VL in the transitional region,
where disorder is probably mediated by dislocations.

In the elastic BG, the in-plane correlation length ζ⊥
can be derived from ζL through the tilt and shear elastic
constants c44 and c66 [3, 4, 26, 27]. From Lres, a lower
limit of 35 a0 can be estimated for the in plane size of
the dislocation-free regions corresponding to the ordered
configurations, which is consistent with results obtained
in other works in the BG phase [4, 25, 28]. How ζ⊥ relates
to ζL is not as straightforward for metastable VL config-
urations with dislocations. In theoretical works [33, 34],
ζL and ζ⊥ are obtained for equilibrium VL configura-
tions from the densities of screw and edge dislocations

that minimize the free energy; far enough from the amor-
phous limit (i.e., ζ⊥ ∼ a0) dislocation densities adapt
in such a way as to satisfy the elastic ratio. Moreover,
numerical simulations [35] and experimental results [36]
show that ζL monotonically increases with the in-plane
ordering from the plastic to the elastic regime. In our
case, the partially disordered VLs are metastable config-
urations (at T0) which originated from a dynamic reor-
ganization in the vicinity of the ODT. In this region the
elastic constants are dispersive and may also be affected
by fluctuations. Therefore, a precise quantitative esti-
mation of ζ⊥ from ζL is not available, but a monotonic
correlation is still expected (see [21] for a quantitative
estimate). Such a correlation would be compatible with
an intermediate density of dislocations in partially disor-
dered VLs.
Our results show a clear connection between the linear

ac response, related to the effective pinning, and the bulk
spatial correlation of the VL. Configurations having cor-
relation lengths much larger than the lattice parameter,
but small enough to affect the global response, were ob-
served after shaking the VL in the proposed transitional
region. These observations support the existence of such
region and represent the first evidence of a dynamic re-
ordering, driven by oscillatory forces, which results in
robust bulk configurations with intermediate degrees of
disorder. A similar behavior was obtained in numerical
simulations [12], where configurations with intermediate
dislocation densities are accessible from stationary fluc-
tuating dynamic states, as those proposed for colloids
[31, 32]. The interplay between these spatial configura-
tions and their associated non-linear dynamics remains a
fertile ground for further research.
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